RECEPTION  WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 5-8 PM
WITH PERFORMANCES BY LEHMAN STAGES AND THE BRONX MUSIC PROJECT

FEATURED ARTISTS

Derrick Adams • Tunji Adeniyi-Jones • Sadie Barnette • Kevin Beasley • Nayland Blake • Jordan Casteel • Jonathan Lyndon Chase • Caitlin Cherry • Bethany Collins • Cy Gavin • Alterone Gumbo • Allison Janae Hamilton • David Hammons • Kenyatta A. C. Hinkle • Lonnie Holley • Tomashi Jackson • Angie Jennings • Rashid Johnson • Deana Lawson • Glenn Ligon • Eric N. Mack • Kerry James Marshall • Troy Michie • Wardell Milan • Narcissister • Arcmanoro Niles • Clifford Owens • Jennifer Packer • Adam Pendleton • Christina Quarles • Andy Robert • Latoya Ruby-Frazier • Jacoby Satterwhite • Paul Mpagi Sepuya • Gerald Sheffield • Lorna Simpson • Sable Elyse Smith • Vaughn Spann • Henry Taylor • Chiffon Thomas • Mickalene Thomas • William Villalongo • Kara Walker • Nari Ward • D’Angelo Lovell Williams • Wilmer Wilson IV • Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Lehman College Art Gallery
Lehman College Campus in the Fine Arts Building | Tue-Sat 10-4 | lehmangallery.org
250 Bedford Park West, Bronx New York 10468 | 4 or D train to Bedford Park Blvd Station

Annual Gallery programs are supported in part by: Milton and Sally Avery Arts Foundation; Jovita and Constance Doctorow Family Foundation; Medora and John Geary Family Fund; Edith and Herbert Lehman Foundation; Robert Lehman Foundation; The New Yankee Stadium Community Benefits Fund; New York City Department of Cultural Affairs; New York City Council through the Bronx Delegation; and New York State Council on the Arts with support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.

Above: Tunji Adeniyi-Jones, Blue Dancer (detail), 2017. © Tunji Adeniyi-Jones